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•  Project Background
•  Input
– Numerous publishers and formats

•  Output
– Making it accessible and usable
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WHERE WE STARTED FROM

•  Different licensing models

•  Limited options for printing, copying and 
saving

•  Multiple platforms mean: 
↳  different user interfaces
↳  different DRM models
↳  no one place for discovery

•  Interest in digitizing print collections

•  Interest in consortial purchasing



GOALS

•  Provide a stable, local platform where 
content could be accessed and archived

•  Provide users with a single platform for 
finding ebooks

•  Build simple user interface with functionality 
users expect

•  Acquire a critical mass of books and bring 
prices in line through consortia deals



WHAT HAS CHANGED

•  Some academic publishers starting to 
experiment with new formats (XML, EPUB, 
etc.)

•  Lack of standardization among publishers

•  Expectation that books can be downloaded 
to readers



INPUT CHALLENGES

•  Obtaining and managing different formats

↳  licensing 

↳  loading and ensuring completeness

•  Minimizing frustration given

↳  different quality of metadata

↳  different DRM models

↳  limitations and potential of different 
formats



WHERE WE ARE….



















OUTPUT CHALLENGES

•  Accommodating a variety of research 
and reading styles. 

•  Accessibility.



“The strengths of the e-ink technology, i.e. 
low power consumption resulting in good 
battery performance and a paper-like reading 
experience, were appreciated by the 
students, but these strengths were not 
enough to transform the use of the devices 
into positive experiences.

Aaltonen, M. (2011). Usability and compatibility of e-book readers in an academic 
environment: A collaborative study. IFLA Journal, 37(1), 16-27.

Only one of the students would have 
considered buying the device he tested after 
the testing period.”



DESIRABLES

•  Ability to handle large amounts of 
documents simultaneously

•  Sophisticated search functionality
•  Fast scrolling
•  Easy format handling
•  DRM Free
•  Platform independent



   If most scholarly content lives online, 
why not access it there?





ACCESSIBILITY GOALS

•  WCAG 2.0 level AA compliant, but 
strive for AAA
•  Make the platform usable for all 

readers, not just compliant

AODA



CHALLENGES

•  Most publishers work with PDFs
•  Ebrary displays images of PDFs
•  Screen readers can’t read images

&



XML
EPUB





PROGRESS

Search Interface
PDF Book Reader
User Accounts
XML Reader



Bypass Blocks

Heading Levels 

Tab Index

Field Titles

ARIA Enabled 
Results List





THE FUTURE

•  Adding alternative formats where 
available from publisher (EPUB, MOBI).

•  Transforming XML into more accessible 
markup from publishers who don’t do 
this.

•  Incorporating these issues into our 
licenses. 
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